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Observation Data

Background

Results (continued)
All reductions are made with a version of REDUC dedicated to
speckle interferometry[6]. It implements the autocorrelation
functions and cross-correlation. The measurements are
performed on the autocorrelation image. After processing a
series of images REDUC provides an autocorrelogram and a
series of images that are processed by subtracting a median
mask in order to reveal the peaks. The program star
measurement use the calibration candidate star as the
calibrator.

The aim of visual double star observation is to
build the apparent orbit of the system. From the
observation we can get separation (ρ) and
position angel (θ) of the system. Within the
whole period we can build the apparent ellips.
Ground-based observation very depending on
atmosphere effect. Visual double star which has
separation smaller than seeing disk can not be
resolved when it take a long exposure time.
Since 2012 Bosscha Observatory started to use
speckle interferometry method to make a series
of image using fast short-time exposure. This
method is used to resolved the visual double
star with separation below typical size of seeing
effect. In this poster we present the observation
result during 2013.

Fig 4. The autocorrelogram of WDS 17153-2636 data taken
August 16, 2013.

Introduction

Table 1. Observation log during 2013. The first column is
observation date, second column are the target stars which
are devided into program star and calibration candidates star
(CC), third column is WDS-ID of the star and the fourth column
is total frame taken with exposure time 40 millisecond. The
program stars are selected from The Washington Double Star
Catalog and the calibration candidates star are from Sixth
Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars.

Fig 5. The autocorrelogram of WDS 16044-1122 data taken
June 22, 2013
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Fig 1. Separation and PA of visual double star from the
observation lead to build apparent orbit when the system
observed in whole period.

Results
Fig 6. The autocorrelogram of WDS 23333-2055 data taken
August 3, 2013
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Fig 2. Seeing effect, from I-V indicates the diffraction pattern.

Fig 7. The autocorrelogram of WDS 22525-3253 data taken
August 15, 2013

NB. The orientation symbol, U = North, T = East
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Resolved
Table 2. The measurement result of program star (the third
column is epoch of observation). From this result we know the
limit of the instrument. The WDS 23333-2055 can not be
measured because this system has difference magnitude beyond
our instrument limit.
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Not resolved (blurred)
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Fig 3. Left image : Dotted line indicates diffraction pattern from
two point source depend on their distance. Solid line indicates
the combination of diffraction pattern. Right image : the example
image of visual double star which can resolved when seeing is
good and blurred when seeing is very bad.

Table 3. Left : Calibration candidates star used to
calibrate the measurement of program star.
Bottom : the cross-check of calibration candidates
star with the WDS 17153-2636 used to be the
calibrator.
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